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Thank you for your letter of 28 January 2016, in which you request a response to the points
raised by the Fire Brigades Union (FBU) concerning the Legislative Consent Memorandum
(LCM) on the Armed Forces Bill.

I have sought clarification from colleagues in the Ministry of Defence (MoD) as well as the
views of the Scottish Fire and Rescue Service (SFRS) and shall address each of the points
you raise in turn.

1. The definition of "firefighter" under the employ of the MoD (which appears to include the
use of private contractors) and the consequences of this on a shared incident.

The Defence Fire Risk Management Organisation (DFRMO) currently employs contractors
on several of its fire stations within England, Wales and overseas. At present none of the
five DFRMO operational fire stations within Scotland employs contractors as its firefighters.

Although the MoD is reviewing the potential to outsource some or all of DFRMO's
capabilities, decisions on this have not yet been taken and all DFRMO fire stations,
regardless of their provision (civilian MoD, civilian contractor or service personnel) work
under the same operation protocols and policies, as dictated by HQ DFRMO.
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2. The potential for conflicting operational procedures used by the Scottish Fire and Rescue
Service (SFRS) and MoD firefighters when attending an incident.

DFRMO's Incident Command System (ICS) Policy and Procedures are aligned to the
National Operational Guidance Programme (NOGP) Operational Guidance to Incident

Command and the NOGP Foundation for Incident Command. SFRS has also adopted the
same policy and therefore follows the same procedures. Using common language and
components of the ICS allows for effective joint working and operability between DFRMO
and SFRS, for example when providing handover/takeover briefs. Additionally, DFRMO Fire
Station Managers are encouraged to engage and liaise locally with their respective SFRS
'neighbours' allowing them to effectively work and train together.

The use of NOGP ICS principles, together with jointly agreed Standard Operating
Procedures (SOP) and Tactical Operational Guidance (TOG) will remove the risk of any
"conflicting approach" to the management of an incident. DFRMO has historically, and will
continue to liaise closely with SFRS to ensure commonality of working practices and
adoption of wider guidance principles. For example, DFRMO currently has a Group Manager
based at HMNB Clyde who is tasked as a Liaison Officer to work alongside SFRS in the
development of SOPs and TOGs, with particular reference to incidents involving nuclear
risks, and DFRMO also provides specialist assistance to fire and rescue services when
developing their SOPs and TOGs for incidents involving military aircraft.

It is commonly acknowledged by fire and rescue services throughout the UK that DFRMO
FRS personnel have a wider understanding of the approach to be taken at certain risks, for
example military aircraft crashes (where ejection and armament systems may be involved) or
nuclear risks on submarines, and this specialist knowledge is shared on the incident ground.
In these cases, the local fire service Incident Commander will retain overall command but
work closely and harmoniously with the senior DFRMO firefighter in attendance.

3. The arrangements in place to inform SFRS personnel that MoD firefighters are attending
an incident.

If a DFRMO fire station were to respond to a life threatening situation outside its MoD site,
for example where a road traffic collision or fire were witnessed in the vicinity and the
DFRMO fire station was notified, an immediate 999 call would be made by the DFRMO fire
station to notify the SFRS control room of its attendance. Similarly, should a military aircraft
crash shortly after take-off, MOD policy dictates that DFRMO Airfield Rescue and Fire
Fighting (ARFF) Services will respond 'up to' a 1000 metre radius from the runway. In this
case DFRMO would be deployed by Air Traffic Control as a part of their 'Emergency State l'
procedures, which also include an immediate call to the local fire and rescue service with all
details passed.

4. Clarification as to who will assume primary command and control over any incident where
there is dual attendance.

All members of DFRMO operational fire stations are clear that, immediately upon the
attendance of a local fire and rescue service at an incident either on or off the MOD estate, a
full handover is to be undertaken (in accordance with ICS principles) and command of the
incident is transferred. This means that for all incidents in Scotland, SFRS would assume
primary command and control over any incident where there is dual attendance.
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There may be occasions when a local fire service requires the expert knowledge of the
senior DFRMO firefighter present, at which time the DFRMO firefighter will assume the role
of Tactical Adviser to the local fire service Incident Commander. This policy is dictated within
DFRMO's Chief Fire Officer Instructions directing the use of DFRMO Incident Command
policies and procedures.

In addition, MOD colleagues have offered to meet with SFRS colleagues to discuss the
implications of the proposed changes, should they find this helpful.

I trust that the above information provides the Committee with appropriate reassurance on
the points raised by the FBU, but I would be happy to provide further information should it be
required.

MICHAEL MATHESON
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